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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Shanine Salmon and Danny Lardner Edited by: Aidan Linge 
For use in: Week 5 Friendly matches played 02/02/2022 

Correct as of: 01/02/2022 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Which musician founded Maverick, an entertainment company, in 1992? Its first releases were her album 
Erotica and her infamous coffee table book. Madonna 

1b Andy Warhol made a posthumous appearance for which fast food chain's 2019 Superbowl advert? Taken 
from archive footage he was sadly not wearing a crown. Burger King 

2a The central devotee of his collection Il Canzoniere, Laura was the muse of which 14th century Italian poet? 
She was the subject of many sonnets, the form of which would later be named after this man. Petrarch 

2b Which BBC comedy series was a spin off from Naked Video? It stars Gregor Fisher as the eponymous 
alcoholic Glaswegian "street philosopher". Rab C Nesbitt 

3a 

In which sport would USA play the rest of the world, except Europe in The President's Cup? The 
competition was established in 1994 and is held every two years. Golf 

3b 

Which Martinique-born political philosopher was the author of the books 'Black Skin, White Masks', and 
'The Wretched of the Earth'? Frantz Fanon 

4a Which US President, who served from 1857-1861, was the only one to have never married? He served as 
Ambassador to the UK between 1853-1856. James Buchanan 

4b Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia [Prin-Chee-Pia] Mathematica, commonly shortened to just Principia, sets 
out laws of gravitation and motion and was written by which physicist. It was published in 1687. Isaac Newton 



 
 
 
Round 2 

  1a The 1831 Virginia slave rebellion, also known as the Southampton Insurrection, was led by and named for 
which man? A novel by William Styron, entitled The Confessions of this man won the Pulitzer Prize for 
Fiction in 1968, despite widespread criticism of a white author writing about an important black figure. Nat Turner 

1b 

What Spanish autonomous city on the north coast of Africa is separated by the Spanish mainland by the 
Strait of Gibraltar? Ceuta 

2a Released in 2021, what is the subtitle of the most recent game in the Resident Evil franchise? Village 

2b Copper Sulfate is known as which colour vitriol? Blue 

3a Which Dutch artist, the creator of Serenade and feminist-inspired works such as The Proposition, had her 
entire body of work attributed either to her husband Jan Miense Molenaer or to Frans Hals, and was 
widely forgotten after her death until her recognition in the late 19th century? Judith Leyster 

3b What surname is shared between a goalkeeper who has played for Everton since 2017 and an actress 
who won the best actress award In 1929 for the film Coquette? Pickford (Mary and Jordan) 

4a Girls & Boys is a 1986 single from which artist's album Parade? It featured on the soundtrack to the film 
Under a Cherry Moon, a follow up to his first film Purple Rain. Prince and the Revolution 



4b Which British actress appeared as Nomi in No Time to Die in 2021? She played Maria Rambeau in Captain 
Marvel (2019). Lashana Lynch 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a Which board game represents renaissance-era Spain where the nobility fight for control of the nine 
regions? El Grande 

1b Which type of defensive mimicry, named after an English naturalist, is when a harmless species poses as 
harmful? Batesian Mimicry 

2a Who was the wife of Arthur Tudor, Prince of Wales? She would later go on to become the first wife of 
Henry VIII, Arthur's younger brother. Catherine of Aragon 

2b Baffin island and Ellesmere island are both part of which country? Canada 

3a The rapper Dave won the Mercury prize in 2019 for which album, titled for an action method in 
psychological therapy? The album follows the narrative of his own therapy session, and won album of the 
year at the 2020 Brit awards – where Dave performed Black, a track from this album. Psychodrama 

3b Rachel McAdams marries a time traveller played by which actor in the 2009 film The Time Traveller’s Wife? 
His other roles include the villian Nero in Star Trek, and Hulk in the 2003 Ang Lee-directed film. Eric Bana 



4a 

Which author's work includes I Capture the Castle and The Hundred and One Dalmatians, which was 
adapted into a Disney animated film? Dodie Smith 

4b Martin Rees, Baron of Ludlow, currently holds what senior post in the Royal Households of the United 
Kingdom? Astronomer Royal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a Which Hindu god, part of the Trimurti, is known as the ‘preserver’ and has set foot on earth in the form of 
nine different incarnations, such as Rama and Krishna? Vishnu 

1b Christopher Biggins, Kerry Katona, Charlie Brooks and Danny Miller have all been crowned King or Queen 
of which ITV reality TV show? 

I'm a Celebrity...Get Me Out of 
Here 

2a Which film composer won the Academy Award for Best Original Musical or Comedy Score for The Full 
Monty in 1998? Her other film compositions include Buster (1988) and The Crying Game (1992). Anne Dudley 

2b What is the annual festival created by Maulana Karenga in 1966 and held from December 26 to January 1? Kwanzaa 



The name derives from the Swahili for "First Fruits" 

3a In 2000, the United Nations adopted eight "MDGs" - targets for improving health, equality, education, 
amongst other things, by 2015. For what did the initials MDGs stand? 

Millennium Development 
Goals 

3b In 1801, the English physicist Thomas Young first carried out which experiment that demonstrated that 
light can display characteristics of both waves and particles? It is performed by shining light through two 
narrow openings onto a screen. Double-slit experiment 

4a Which Brazilian football team, with an architectural-sounding name, has long-considered Taylor Swift their 
lucky charm, as they never lost the game immediately preceding or following the release date of any of her 
albums? The streak began in 2006 but ended with a 3-0 defeat two days before “Red” was rereleased in 
November 2021. Corinthians 

4b Aquae Arnemetiae [Arny-Metia] was the Roman name for which spa town in Derbyshire? Buxton 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
Round 5 

1a Which other member of the Trimurti, the wife of Parvati, is known as the ‘destroyer’? Shiva 

1b Which type of defensive mimicry, named after a German naturalist is where two or more harmful species Mullerian mimicry 



mutually advertise themselves as harmful? 

2a Which board game sees players take on the role of international financiers who purchase government 
bonds in the six pre-World War I empires? Imperial 

2b The islands of Honshu and Hokkaido are part of which country? Japan 

3a Dave released which second album in July 2021? The album received universal critical acclaim and 
included the singles Clash and System. 

We're All Alone in this 
Together 

3b Judith Weir currently holds, and is the first ever woman to hold, what senior post in the Royal Households 
of the United Kingdom? Master of the Queen's Music 

4a After the Millennium Development Goal end date of 2015, the UN adopted 17 similar “SDGs” – for what 
does the “S” in SDG stand? Sustainable 

4b Rachel McAdams marries a time traveller played by which actor in the 2013 film About Time? He appeared 
opposite Hayley Atwell in the Black Mirror episode "Be Right Back" and also played a lead role in Ex 
Machina. Domhnall Gleeson 

 
 
Round 6 

1a 
Known as the 'Black Spartacus', who spearheaded the slave revolt that emancipated the slaves in the French 
colony of Saint-Domingue, now Haiti, in the late 1790s? Toussaint Louverture 



1b What other Spanish autonomous city, east of Ceuta, is separated from the Almeria province of Spain by the 
Alboran sea? Melilla 

2a Which musician founded Roc Nation, an entertainment agency in 2008? The label manages Christina Aguilera, 
Big Sean and his wife's former Destiny's Child bandmate Kelly Rowland. Jay Z 

2b 

Iron Sulfate is known as which colour vitriol? Green 

3a 

Which cup competition is held between women golfers from the USA and Europe? It is named after a 
Norwegian/American golf club manufacturer. Solheim Cup 

3b 

Which American actress played Nomi in Showgirls in 1995? She played Jessie Spano in Saved by the Bell. Elizabeth Berkeley 

4a 

Alongside Judith Leyster and Gesina ter Borch, which artist had their work added to the ‘Gallery of Honour’ at 
the Rijksmuseum in March 2021? This artist was a prolific painter of flowers and still life pieces. Rachel Ruysch 

4b 
Winning the academy award the year after Mary Pickford, which winner of the 1930 best actress Oscar for 
The Divorcee shares her surname with the Premier League’s all-time top goalscorer? Shearer (Norma and Alan) 

 
Round 7 



1a Released in 2020, what is the subtitle of the most recent game in the Animal Crossing franchise? New Horizons 

1b Gene Kelly mafde a posthumous appearance for which German car company's 2005 advert for its new GTI 
Golf? The footage was taken from Singin' in the Rain and used CGI to show Kelly rapping and 
breakdancing. Volkswagen 

2a Although her existence is a matter of debate, 'Lucy' was the subject of five poems around 1798-1801 
written by which Romantic poet? All but one of the poems were in the collection 'Lyrical Ballads'' a 
collaboration between this man and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. William Wordsworth 

2b Which BBC comedy series was a spin off from Chewin' the Fat? It starred Greg Hemphill and Ford Kiernan 
as two Glaswegian pensioners. Still Game 

3a Which US President had William R. King serve as his Vice President for 45 days before dying of 
tuberculosis? King lived with James Buchanan until his death and the two were rumoured to be in a 
romantic relationship. Franklin Pierce 

3b Principia [Prin-Chee-Pia] Mathematica was a three-volume work first published in the early 1910s by Alfred 
North Whitehead and which British philosopher and mathematician? Bertrand Russell 

4a Girls & Boys is a 1994 single from which band's third studio album Parklife? Blur 

4b Which author, influenced by Fanon amongst others, was the author of the seminal text 'Orientalism', 
published in 1978? Edward Said 

 
 
 



 
 
Round 8 

1a Which film composer's won the Academy Award for Best Musical or Comedy Score for Emma in 1996? Her 
other film compositions include The Duchess (2008) and Belle (2013). Rachel Portman 

1b Jill Halfpenny, Bill Bailey, Tom Chambers and Rose Ayling-Ellis have all won which BBC reality TV show? Strictly Come Dancing 

2a Who was married to King Louis VII of France from 1137-1152 before marrying King Henry II of England in 
1154? She was played by Katherine Hepburn in The Lion in Winter. Eleanor of Acquitane 

2b 

Which US holiday originated in Texas in 1865 and commenorates the emancipation of African American 
Slaves. It was recognised as a federal holiday in 2021. 

Juneteenth (Accept Jubilee 
Day/ Emancipation Day/ 
Freedom Day/ Black 
Independence Day) 

3a Which author is known for her Mary Poppins series of books? The 2008 film Saving Mr Banks was based on 
Walt Disney's attempts to buy the film rights from this author. PL Travers 

3b Aquae Sulis was the Roman name for which spa town, now a city, in Somerset? Bath 

4a Which football player supposedly suffered from a so-called “curse” whereby global celebrities often die 
within days or even hours of him scoring a goal? This has followed him during his time at both Arsenal and 
Juventus. Aaron Ramsey 

4b The elementary charge of the electron was determined by an experiment carried out by Robert Millikan 
and Harvey Fletcher in 1909. That experiment is commonly given what name? It was performed by Oil drop experiment 



suspending the namesake liquid in an electric field. 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 Which marine mammal, like humans, has a fully working clitoris according to a 2022 study? Flipper, Ecco 
and Sextina Aquafina are fictional examples of this type of mammal. Dolphin 

2 

Which Slovenian athlete won gold at the first ever inclusion of climbing at the Tokyo Olympics? She’s also 
the first person to have won all bouldering World Cup events in a season. Janja Garnbret 

3 Which actress won Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress for her role as Mrs Moore in A Passage to 
India? She appeared as Barbie Batchelor in The Jewel in the Crown. Peggy Ashcroft 

4 Brett Ormerod is the only player to have scored in all four divisons of professional football for the same 
club - for what team did he achieve that accomplishment? Blackpool FC 



 
 


